[Maturation of the activity of cerebellar Purkinje cells and the lift reaction].
In experiments on guinea pigs (from newborn to adults), studies have been made on the extensor, support and lift reactions, as well as on the activity of cerebellar Purkinje cells in the same animals. First signs of immature lift, extensor and support reactions were observed already 12th after birth. At this period, mean discharge frequency in Purkinje cells was significantly lower than in the adult animals, reaching 11.5 +/- 1.2 imp/s for simple spikes and 0.45 +/- 0.05 imp/s for complex ones. Complete maturation of lift, extensor and support reactions takes place to the beginning of the 2nd week (8-9 days) of postnatal life. Within this period, significant changes in the activity of Purkinje cells were observed: mean discharge frequency of simple and complex spikes increased correspondingly up to 17.9 +/- 2.3 and 1.48 +/- 0.25 imp/s. At the same time, the mean discharge frequency in Purkinje cells, the average duration of inhibition pause, and the response latency became more stable.